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Adding and Editing Users for Admins
To access RingCentral, Engage Digital, you must have a User account with the appropriate roles and permissions.
Agents, Supervisors, and Administrators are Users who have access to RingCentral Engage Digital.

Adding a User
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click Admin.
Click Users.
Select Agents.
Click New agent.
Fill out the following fields:
a. First name
b. Last name
c. Email – The email address specified here is the ID
used to log in.
6. Select the appropriate option from the following
dropdown menus:
a. Role
b. Teams
c. Interface language
7. Click Save.

Once saved, Users receive an email
invitation to access the console and create
their password.
If Users have not accepted the invitation
and created their password, they are
greyed out in the list of agents, with the
mention “Invitation sent”.

More information about creating users with specific roles and permissions (Agents, Supervisors,
Administrators) in RingCentral Engage Digital can be found under Adding and Editing Roles, Identities, and
Permissions.
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Editing a User
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click Admin.
Click Users.
Select Agents.
Locate the user, then click the Edit ( ) button.
Fill out or edit the user profile in the following sections:
a. Personal info
b. Settings
c. Skills
d. Signatures
6. Click Save.
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Active — The profile is active. To
deactivate the profile without deleting
it, uncheck this box.
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Duplicating a User
This process allows for copying some settings of an existing user when creating another user.
1. Click Admin.
2. Click Users.
3. Select Agents.
4. Locate the user to be duplicated, then click the three-dot
Once saved, Users receive an email
menu ( ) button.
invitation to access the console and create
5. Select Duplicate this agent.
their password.
6. Fill out the following fields:
a. First Name
If Users have not accepted the invitation
b. Last Name
and created their password, they are
c. Email – The email address specified here is the ID used
greyed out in the list of agents, with the
to log in.
mention “Invitation sent”.
7. If needed, edit the dropdown menu options:
a. Role
b. Teams
c. Interface Language
8. Click Save.
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Adding and Editing Roles, Permissions, and
Identities for Admins
Creating Roles
Roles allow you to manage permissions in RingCentral Engage Digital. Each User has a role, which has predefined
permissions associated to it. The most common roles include Agent, Supervisor, and Administrator, but you can create
additional roles, as needed.
1. Click Admin.
2. Click Users.
3. Select Roles & permissions.
4. Click Add.
5. Type a label for the role.
6. Check all appropriate permissions.
7. Click Save.
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More on Roles
You can effectively define the roles in your organization by assigning permissions to specific roles.
Check out the Customer Resources section for links to the definitions of all Roles and Permissions.
Here are some of the most common examples of roles:
AGENT
Agent permissions are often the
functions related to handling
messages from different sources,
accessing the help center, and
viewing their own statistics.

SUPERVISOR
Supervisor permissions often
include all agent permissions, and
access to team statistics and
agent monitoring capabilities.

ADMINISTRATOR
Administrator permissions
include employee and
organizational management
capabilities such as creating,
viewing, and deleting users,
teams, and workflows. These may
also include all agent and
supervisor permissions.
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Assigning a Role to A User
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click Admin.
Click Users.
Select Agents.
Locate the user to be assigned a role, then click the Edit (
Click the Role dropdown and select the appropriate role.
Click Save.
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Editing Roles
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Click Admin.
Click Users.
Select Roles & permissions.
Locate the role to be edited,
then click the Edit ( ) button.
Edit the label or permissions as appropriate.
Click Save.
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Only users who have the “Manage roles”
permission can edit roles.
Users cannot edit another role if they do not have
at least the same rights as that role.
Users cannot change their own role.
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Editing Individual Agent Permissions
Editing permissions allows agents the ability to read, reply, and ignore messages on various sources configured in
RingCentral Engage Digital. When editing permissions, select the appropriate option for the agent and source.
1. Click Admin.
2. Click Users.
3. Select Agents.
4. Locate the agent(s) to be edited, then click the Edit permissions ( ) button.
5. Check all appropriate permissions.
6. Click Save.
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Editing Identities for Agents
Agents need identities linked to sources to be able to engage messages from those sources. Typically, these are based
on the source and take one universal name on behalf of the company. For example, on Facebook and Messenger, the
identity is the name of your page. Agents reply on behalf of your page.
1. Click Admin.
2. Click Users.
3. Select Agents.
4. Locate the agent(s) to be assigned identities, then click the Edit identities ( ) button.
5. Select a source.
6. Select an identity.
7. Click the Add ( ) button.
8. To delete an identity, click the Delete ( ) button.
9. Click Save.
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Controlling Identities
Identities are the personas that agents take on when replying to customers. Each agent who replies to customers must
have the company identity associated to them to allow working on customer messages on behalf of the company. Most
sources are automatically controlled; however, Dimelo Communities and SDK sources must be controlled before
assigning to agents.
1. Click Admin.
2. Click Digital.
3. Select Identities.
4. Click Filters.
5. Click the Communities dropdown and select the appropriate community.
6. Click the Identities dropdown and select Only controllable identities.
7. Click the Edit ( ) button.
8. Check Controlled identity.
9. Click Save.
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Adding and Editing Presence Statuses for Admins
Agents can control their status within the RingCentral Engage Digital platform. This allows agents to stop tasks from
routing to them when they are away from their desk. Administrators must set up Presence Statuses before they can be
utilized by agents.

Adding Presence Statuses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click Admin.
Click Users.
Select Presence statuses.
Click Add.
Type the name of the presence status.
6. Click Save.
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Editing Presence Statuses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click Admin.
Click Users.
Select Presence statuses.
Locate the presence status to be modified, then click the Edit (
Edit the name of the presence status.
Click Save.
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Deleting Presence Statuses
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click Admin.
Click Users.
Select Presence statuses.
Locate the presence status to be deleted, then click the Delete (
Click OK.
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Adding and Editing Teams for Admins
Teams allow administrators to group agents for reporting and organizational purposes. For reporting purposes, you can
apply filters to see only metrics that relate to that specific team. For organizational purposes, you can create folders
built on queries like “assigned to team” to restrict access to these folders from other teams. You can also transfer tasks
to one or several specific teams.

Adding Teams
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Click Admin.
Click Users.
Select Teams.
Click Add.
Type the name of the team.
Select leader/s.
Select agents.
Click Save.
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Editing Teams
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Click Admin.
Click Users.
Select Teams.
Locate the team to be modified, then click the Edit (
Type or edit the name of the team.
Select the appropriate leader/s.
Select the appropriate agents.
Click Save.
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Assigning Agents to Teams
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click Admin.
Click Users.
Select Agents.
Locate the agent to be assigned, hover your mouse over them and click the Edit (
Select the team/s.
Click Save.
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Assigning Users to Channels for Admins
Channels are the different digital, social media channels that are managed within RingCentral Engage Digital. The email
boxes that customers are sending emails to, the Facebook page that your company uses, and the Twitter account where
customers tweet your company are examples of channels. To allow agents to address these on behalf of the company, rather
than their individual accounts, they must have channels assigned to their Engage Digital accounts.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click Admin.
Click Users.
Select Agents.
Locate the user, then click the Edit ( ) button.
Click the Channels dropdown and select the appropriate channel.
Click Save.
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Navigating General Account Settings for Admins
Configuring Business Hours
You can configure business hours to specify your business’ hours of operation, which is mainly used for analytical
purposes. They allow you to measure case times during operating hours.
1. Click Admin.
2. Click Settings.
3. Select Business hours.
NOTE:
4. Click the Add.
If an automated message is configured to be sent
Click the Edit ( ) button to modify existing business hours.
outside business hours for one or several sources,
5. Name the business hours entry.
the message is sent when a customer message is
received outside the business hours that you
6. Select the desired Channels. By default, all channels are
specify here.
selected, if left empty.
Outside business hours, cases remain waiting at
7. Select the Timezone. For multilingual consoles, business
the last topology step where they were until your
hours are based on the timezone defined for the domain.
service reopens.
8. Select days and times for each day. You can add closing
periods during the day (e.g., shift changes). Click the Add
button next to the days to display extra fields.
9. Click Save.
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Configuring Holidays
Every 3 years, you must renew the bank holidays you’ve defined for the next 3 years. Select your country from the
dropdown menu (if your service is closed during traditional bank holidays). New days are added to the list of preexisting
holidays.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click Admin.
Click Settings.
Select Business hours.
Click the Edit ( ) button next to the business hours.
In the Holidays section, make the appropriate selection(s)
from the Country dropdown list.
6. If needed, click Add to manually enter a holiday.
7. If desired, edit the names, dates, or use the trashcan icon to
remove days.

8. Click Save.
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Configuring Notifications
The notification section is accessible to agents with the “Manage custom notifications” permission on their role.
Customizable notifications allow you to set up your own alerts for user groups (roles, teams, agents).
1. Click Admin.
2. Click Settings.
3. Select Notifications.
NOTE:
4. Click Add.
Carefully select the details in Query to
5. Name the notification.
ensure that the roles, teams, and agents
6. Enter the query.
assigned the notification have access to the
sources and categories within the Query. If
7. Select alert periodicity. Minimum periodicity is 5 minutes. To
they do not, they still receive the
send the alert only during business hours, check “Business
notification, but are directed to a blank
hour periodicity”.
page (because they do not have the
8. Select the threshold of the alert. This corresponds to the
appropriate permissions).
minimum amount of query matches to trigger the notification.
9. If needed, restrict to certain roles, teams, and agents.
10. Click Save.
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Adding and Editing Categories for Routing for
Admins
Categories are labels assigned to various message types in RingCentral Engage Digital.
• If you are using Routing mode, categories are crucial for routing messages to agents.
• If you are using Inbox mode, inboxes can be created using queries based on categories.
Please review “Adding and Editing Categories for Dispositioning for Admins” to learn how categories are used to
disposition messages.

Adding a Parent Category
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Click Admin.
Click Routing.
Select Categories.
Click Add.
Type a name for the category.
Click the Color dropdown and select a color to better identify these messages. (optional)
Leave the Parent dropdown blank – used to associate subcategories to existing parent categories
Select Skill category from the Type dropdown.
Check the appropriate options:
a. Multiple – allows for multiple subcategories.
b. Mandatory – requires agents to use this category.
c. Unselectable – this parent category cannot be selected by agents, but associated subcategories can be
selected.
10. Click the Selected channels dropdown and select the appropriate channel(s).
11. Click Save.
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Adding a Subcategory
Use subcategories to route messages differently within a parent category.
1. Click Admin.
2. Click Routing.
3. Select Categories.
4. Click Add.
5. Type a name for the subcategory.
6. Click the Parent dropdown and select the appropriate parent category.
7. Click Save.
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Editing a Category
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click Admin.
Click Routing.
Select Categories.
Locate the category, hover your mouse over it, and click the Edit (
Edit the appropriate elements.
Click Save.
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Deleting a Category
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click Admin.
Click Routing.
Select Categories.
Locate the category, hover your mouse over it,
and click the Delete ( ) button.
5. To reassign to a different category once deleted,
select the appropriate option from the assign
category dropdown.
6. Click Delete.
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Deleting a parent category deletes all its
subcategories.
Deleting categories is not instantaneous and the
operation runs in the background. It may take a few
moments until these are deleted permanently.
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Adding and Editing Categories for Dispositioning
for Admins
Categories help organize or mark the topic of conversation that the agent engaged with the customer once the case is
over. These are also known as dispositions. Please review “Adding and Editing Categories for Routing for Admins” to
learn how categories are used to route messages.

Adding a Parent Category
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Click Admin.
Click Routing.
Select Categories.
Click Add.
Type a name for the category.
Click the Color dropdown and select a color to better identify these messages. (optional)
Leave the Parent dropdown blank – used to associate subcategories to existing parent categories
Select Disposition category from the Type dropdown.
Check the appropriate options:
a. Multiple – allows for multiple subcategories.
b. Mandatory – requires agents to use this category.
c. Unselectable – this parent category cannot be selected by agents, but associated subcategories can be
selected.
10. Click the Selected channels dropdown and select the appropriate channel(s).
11. Click Save.
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Adding a Subcategory
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Click Admin.
Click Routing.
Select Categories.
Click Add.
Type a name for the subcategory.
Click the Parent dropdown and select the appropriate parent category.
Click Save.
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Editing a Category
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click Admin.
Click Routing.
Select Categories.
Locate the category, hover your mouse over it, and click the Edit (
Edit the appropriate elements.
6. Click Save.
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Deleting a Category
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click Admin.
Click Routing.
Select Categories.
Locate the category, hover your mouse over it,
and click the Delete ( ) button.
5. Click the assign category dropdown and select
the appropriate option.
6. Click Delete.
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Deleting a parent category deletes all its
subcategories.
Deleting categories is not instantaneous and the
operation runs in the background. It may take a few
moments until these are deleted permanently.
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Adding and Editing Inboxes for Admins
Inbox allows for the grouping of messages according to their channel, theme, status, team, and category. You can create
inboxes and subfolders in RingCentral Engage Digital and use filters and rules similar to organizing your email inbox.

Adding an Inbox
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Click Admin.
Click Routing.
Select Inboxes.
Click Add.
Type the label of the inbox.
Click the Query dropdown and select the appropriate search condition.
Click the Parent dropdown and select the appropriate inbox – used to associate subfolders to parent inboxes.
Leave this option blank to create a new parent inbox.
Click the Restricted to role dropdown and select the appropriate role. Leave this option blank for the inbox to be
accessible to all roles.
Click the Restricted to team dropdown and select the appropriate team. Leave this option blank if you want the
inbox to be accessible to all teams.
Check the appropriate options:
a. Show the number of threads – displays the number of threads in the inbox
b. Unselectable – disables navigation to this inbox
Click Save.
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Editing an Inbox
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click Admin.
Click Routing.
Select Inboxes.
Locate the desired inbox and click the Edit (
Edit the label or options as appropriate.
Click Save.
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Duplicating an Inbox
This process allows for copying some settings of an existing inbox when creating another inbox.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click Admin.
Click Routing.
Select Inboxes.
Locate the folder to be duplicated, then click the Duplicate ( ) button.
If needed, edit the following:
a. Label – the name of the inbox
b. Query – assigns the search conditions
c. Parent – assigns the inbox as a subfolder of the selected parent
d. Restricted to role – limits the visibility of the inbox to selected roles
e. Restricted to team – limits the visibility of the inbox to selected teams
f. Show the number of threads – displays the number of threads in the inbox
g. Unselectable – disables navigation to this inbox
6. Click Save.
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Deleting an Inbox
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click Admin.
Click Routing.
Select Inboxes.
Locate the desired inbox and click the Delete (
Click OK in the popup window.
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Editing Channels for Admins
Channels, also known as sources or entry points, are the different digital channels, unique to your business, that are
managed within RingCentral Engage Digital. The email boxes that customers are sending emails to, the Facebook page
that your company uses, and the Twitter account where customers tweet you are examples of channels – each with
their unique set of parameters.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click Admin.
Click Channels.
Select Channels.
Locate the channel, then click the Edit (
Edit the parameters as appropriate.
Click Save.
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Common Channels Shared Settings Defined
Automatic messages
This serves as an automatic reply to customer messages. This feature applies to email, Messenger,
Mobile Messaging, Nexmo OTT, and Viber.
1. Language – language of the message
2. Context – choose when the automatic is sent
a. First message – sent automatically after
receiving the first customer message; can
be used for sending acknowledgements
b. Message out of office hours – sent outside
the business hours
3. Message – content of the message
4. Enable answers to first messages/messages
outside business hours – allows customers to
reply to the automatic messages
5. Time between two messages (First
message/Message out of office hours) – interval
between messages if multiple automatic
messages are configured for the channel

Routing settings
These parameters determine how messages are prioritized by assigning each a Service Level
Agreement (SLA) score. Messages with a higher SLA score are granted priority, so they are answered
before messages with a lower SLA score.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Default priority for interactions – assigns an initial
SLA score to the message
SLA – expected response time for the channel
SLA expired strategy – defines the SLA strategy to
take when the SLA is not met
a. Capped at max (10) – adds 10 to the SLA score
• Strategy – SLA not met, so messages
become more urgent
b. Half value (5) – adds 5 to the SLA score
c. Back to base priority (0) – reduces the SLA
score to the default
• Strategy – SLA not met, so messages
become less urgent
Priority boost of messages with case – increases
the SLA score of messages that have an assigned
case
Priority boost of transferred interactions –
increases the SLA score of messages that are
transferred
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Enabling or Disabling Channels
Channels can be disabled but cannot be deleted by a standard admin. Disabling channels prevents messages
from being imported, while enabling channels allows importing messages.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click Admin.
Click Channels.
Select Channels.
Locate the channel, then click the Edit (
Check or uncheck the Active box.
Click Save.
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Adding and Editing Reply Assistants for Admins
Reply assistant allows agents to choose from preconfigured responses or responses to similar topics.

Activating the Reply Assistant
Reply assistant must be activated as an extension before it can be used in RingCentral Engage Digital.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click Admin.
Click Settings.
Select Extensions.
Click Add.
Click the Extension dropdown and select Reply Assistant.
Click Add.
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Adding Reply Assistant Groups
Organize your reply assistant entries in reply assistant groups. The entries display as pull-down menus in the reply
assistant section of the agent interface. This makes selecting replies more convenient and efficient.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click Admin.
Click Agent tools.
Select Reply assistant groups.
Click Add.
Type the name of the reply assistant group.
Click Save.
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Adding Reply Assistants
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click Admin.
Click Agent tools.
Select Reply assistant.
Click Add.
Fill out or select the reply assistant parameters. Only the Label
and Body fields are required.
a. Format – text or html
Categories and channels must match
b. Label – name of the reply assistant
what the agents have access to.
c. ID – unique identifier of the reply assistant assigned
by the system
Leave the Categories and Channels
d. Categories – restricts the reply assistant to the
dropdown menus blank to keep the reply
selected category
assistant accessible in all categories and
e. Shortcut – assigns a keyword to the reply assistant
channels.
f. Entry group – restricts the reply assistant to the
selected entry group
g. Channels – restricts the reply assistant to the selected entry point
h. Body – content of the message
i. Attachments
6. Click Save.
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Editing Reply Assistants
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click Admin.
Click Agent tools.
Select Reply assistant.
Locate the reply assistant, then click the Edit (
Edit the label or parameters as appropriate.
Click Save.
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Deleting Reply Assistants
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click Admin.
Click Agent tools.
Select Reply assistant.
Locate the reply assistant, then
click the Delete ( ) button.
5. Click OK in the popup.
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Editing Channel Modes for Admins
Channel modes allow admins to configure sources as asynchronous or real-time. From here, you can also adjust how many
interactions an agent can receive simultaneously.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

Click Admin.
Click Routing.
Select Channel modes.
Click the Edit ( ) button to the right of the channel
mode to modify.
If necessary, change the name of the channel mode.
Change the Default and Max Capacities.
NOTE: Default capacity corresponds to the number of
messages agents can receive in task mode. Max
capacity is the maximum number of messages
agents can manually accept.
Adjust the Interaction timeout - the time after which
the task is routed to another agent, when the agent
has a task in their inbox and is either disconnected or
absent. If the agent is available, the task remains in
their inbox and does not timeout.
Select the Channels pertaining to the selected
channel mode.
Click Save.
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Editing Routing Strategies for Admins
Routing strategies define the interaction workflow in RingCentral Engage Digital. When Routing mode is enabled,
a default routing strategy is used. Ask RingCentral for a new routing strategy to customize.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click Admin.
Click Routing.
Select Routing strategies.
Click the Edit ( ) button to the right of the default.
Edit the Name and Waiting duration fields.

NOTE:
•

If you want an interaction to skip a step, set the Waiting
duration to 0 sec for this step.
• Timeouts are based on the business hours you’ve defined.
Outside these business hours, interactions remain at the
last step they were stopped at, until the next business
day.
6. Click Save.
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Navigating the Analytics Dashboard
The Analytics section allows you to monitor activity on your channels in real time and compare the evolution from
one period to another.
The available analytics are divided into three groups
when you click Analytics:
• Volume
• Activity tracking
• Quality value

Filters
Different filters are available to refine statistics.
NOTE: Not all filters are available per group.
1. Period: Day, Week, Month or Custom period.
Select Custom to display Start and End dates.
2. Today: Back to the present date.
3. Export:
• Chart data as CSV
• Table data as CSV
• Chart graphics
4. Channel: Select one or more channels to refine the results.
5. Category: Select one or more categories to refine the results.
6. Team: Select one or more teams to refine the results.
7. Agent: Allows to select one or more agents to refine the results.
8. Agent type: “All messages”, “Agent messages” (outbound), or “Incoming messages”.
9. FTE: (Full Time Equivalent): Only available on some statistics.
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Dashboard
The Dashboard provides an overview of the main social media CRM performance indicators. Dashboard widgets
are fixed and cannot be changed.
1. Click Analytics.
2. Click Dashboard.
The Dashboard is divided into summary tables:
•
•
•

Activity
General Performance
Quality

See highlights below.

USE OF CUSTOMIZABLE
INDICATORS:
Targets can be highlighted with
Dashboard indicators.
Green: Target met
Orange: Less than 10% below
target
Red: More than 10% below
target
Targets can be used for the
following indicators:
1. Closed cases per hour
2. Replies per hour
3. Replies per case
4. Contact rate
5. Average case first response
time
6. Quality of Service
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7.

Click the Edit ( ) icon to customize
the targets.
8. The target can then be configured in
the “Goal value” field.

A colored arrow indicates the reported
result in relation to the result calculated
for the previous period (of the same
duration).
• The result is greater than the
previous period, this is positive.
•

The result is the same as the
previous period.

•

The result is lower than the
previous period, this is negative.

9. For some widgets you can also choose
to filter according to business hours.
• Average case first response time
• Quality of service
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Generating Historical Reports for Admins
The available analytics reports are divided into groups: Volume, Activity tracking, and Quality value. Each group has
indicators to view targeted statistics which can be filtered further.

Volume
1. Click Analytics.
2. Click Volume.
INDICATORS:
Messages by channel - shows the channels of messages
that customers use the most over the selected period
Messages by category - gives the distribution of incoming
and outgoing messages on the various sectors of
activity, routing teams or skills that have been created
Messages by status - shows in absolute terms the number
of messages per status that have been sent or
received over the selected period
Messages per type of people - displays the time evolution
of incoming (Incoming messages) and outgoing
(Agent messages) flows
Messages per privacy - shows the number of private and
public messages over the previous period, the number
of messages over the current period and the progress
between those two periods
Messages per type of contributions - shows the absolute
number of contribution types per channel over the
selected period
Messages per author - gives the absolute number of new
responders, the number of unique responders per day
and the number of new messages
Messages by hour - gives the absolute number of
messages per hour over the selected period
Messages by day - gives in absolute value the number of
messages per day over the selected period
Interactions by hour - gives the volume of messages per language activated over the selected period
Interactions transferred by hour - gives the average number of created interactions per hour over the selected
period
Cases by category - gives the average number of transferred cases per hour over the selected period
Chat thread by trigger - gives the absolute value of the number of cases (open or closed at the time of the
consultation) created by category over the selected period
Threads by channel - gives the number of threads by channel over the selected period. This is based on the day
the thread was created
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Activity Tracking
1. Click Analytics.
2. Click Activity tracking.
INDICATORS:
• Messages activity - gives the absolute number of
messages per action type per day over the
selected period. The three types of actions are
pre-categorizations, ignores, and replies (private
or public)
• Cases activity - shows the absolute number of
cases per type of action over the selected period
• Interaction activity - (Task view mode only)
shows, in absolute value, the interaction activity
per agent
• Agent activity - shows, in absolute value, the
agents’ total activity and presence times, over the
selected period
• Activity calendar - shows the number of active
agents over the selected period, per day, and per
30-minute slot
• Availability per agent - (Task view mode only)
shows the time spent per day and per agent for
each presence status
• Availability per channel mode - (Task view mode
only) gives the channel mode availability over the
selected period
• Availability per channel mode per hour - (Task
view mode only) shows the channel mode
availability per hour for the selected period
• Concurrent interactions per channel mode - used
to track the number of interactions that agents
process simultaneously
• Interactions per routing strategy step - used to
evaluate the efficiency of each routing strategy
step. It shows how many interactions have been
taken by the agent on each routing strategy step
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Quality Value
1. Click Analytics.
2. Click Quality value.
INDICATORS:
First reply resolution - gives, in absolute value, the
number of replies needed before agents closed a
case, over the selected period
First contact resolution - gives the absolute number
of closed cases with or without reopening
Rate of contact - gives in absolute value the number
of discussion threads without case or with at
least one case
Average queue time - gives the average queue time
for both channel modes, Async and Real time,
within a selected period
Average first response time - gives the average
response time for the selected period. This time
always corresponds to the time between the first
client message and the first agent response of
the case
Average response time - gives the average response
time over the selected period between each
customer message and each agent reply within a
case
Average handling time - gives, per agent, the average
time spent on each task received, as well as the
total time spent on these tasks. It is the most
reliable and accurate indicator of agent
productivity
One contact resolution - gives the average value of
the rate for all/chosen agents for the current
period
Service level - shows in absolute terms the
distribution of service level thresholds depending
on the event type (case opened, first reply, case
closed)
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Exporting Data
RingCentral Engage Digital makes it easy to export data as comma-separated values (CSV) or Business Intelligence
(BI) files. There are two ways to export data: Manual and Automated.

Manual Export
Manual exports are useful when you want to filter
data given a specific date range, format, team, or
category.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click Admin.
Click Digital.
Select Exports.
Click the Export (
entities to export.

) button to the right of the

FILTERS:
Filters vary depending on what you want to export:
5. Begin and End dates: Data collected is specific
to this period.
6. Channels: Select one or more channels to refine
results.
7. Filtered by: By default, exports are filtered by
Creation time. The begin and end dates are
related to this value. Some exports can also be
filtered by Update time instead.
8. Format: File format depends on the format you
selected, either Excel or BI.
9. Fields: These are the columns that appear on the
exported data. For each type of data to export,
only a subset of fields (columns) is available by
default. Click on the Fields panel to add more
fields. Note that the fields that are greyed out
cannot be added. To remove a field, click the ‘x’
button next to it.
10. Click Export. Exports are processed in the
background and sent by email to the requester.
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Automated Export
Exports can be automated to minimize the time and effort
involved in the integration process of your BI, customer
relationship management (CRM), or backup systems.
Automated exports are sent in the BI format.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

Click Admin.
Click Digital.
Select Automated exports.
Click Add.
Label: the label of the export task, this name is used to
determine the exported file name.
Execute: Exports are uploaded periodically to the
specified location either every day, every first day of the
week, or the first of each month.
Host: the server where the file is exported.
Port: the port for the SSH connection. 22 by default.
User: the user for the SSH connection.
Directory: the destination directory of the export file. This
folder must exist, and the user used for the SSH
connection must have read and write permissions.
File name pattern: pattern for the exported file name. This
allows customization based on the following variables:
• label: See Label above
• export_name: Name of the export (agents,
messages,
• roles, etc.: Only available when not using zip
• year: Current year at export time (e.g. 2022)
• month: Current month at export time (e.g. 07)
• day: Current day at export time (e.g. 27)
Zip exports in one file: whether or not the exports should
be zipped in a single file or transferred individually.
Select the type of data to export.
Click Save.

NOTE: To have Automated exports
available, you must enable a specific
extension. Go to Admin > Settings >
Extensions > Add > Automated exports.
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Analytical Designer
Analytical Designer is a tool for creating reports based on information collected from your contact center’s operations. The
reports you create are called insights, which consist of defined sets of measures, attributes, and filters that present your
data in visual form. You can create insights that display your data in tables and various types of charts.

Navigating the Analytical Designer
1.
2.

Click Analytics.
Select Analytical Designer.
a. Insight canvas: The area where you drag measures and attributes.
b. Data catalog: This is where you find measures and attributes. On top of the data catalog is a search bar to search for specific measures
or attributes. Below the search bar are three tabs: all data, measures, and attributes.
•
All data: Data that are either measures or attributes combined.
•
Measures: Computational expressions of numerical or quantitative data, while attributes are non-measurable descriptors used
to break down metrics and measures.
•
Attributes: Represent qualitative data. Attributes are also used as filters for your insights, KPI widgets, and dashboards.
c. Title bar: Insight titles are entered here.
d. Undo / Redo: Used to cancel or redo the last action taken in the canvas.
e. Clear: Removes all data you dragged into the canvas.
f.
Open: Loads an existing insight.
g. Save: Saves the actions taken in the canvas.
h. More: Gives you an option to export the insight data into downloadable XLSV or CSV files.
i.
Insight type switcher: Icons that provide various ways to visualize your insights.
j.
Data sections: Where you drag measures or attributes from the data catalog. Depending on the insight type, you may have the following
sections: Measures, Rows, Columns, View By, Stack By, Trend By, and Segment By. Each section has a different purpose for the specific
insight type you choose.
k. Configuration box: When clicked, it expands to show you different configuration options for the insight type you’ve chosen.
l.
Filter bar: You can drag attributes to it to act as filters for your insights, or you can drag the Date data to create filters for specific
periods of time. Using date data as a filter lets you compare data to previous periods.
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Understanding Measures and Attributes
To create the insight you want, you need to understand what measures and attributes are, so you can use them
properly. Measures are quantitative data, while attributes are qualitative data. This means that measures are data
that can be ‘sliced’ by attributes.

Measures
Agent State: Measuring by agent state allows you to see data for the Duration, or the total time an agent
spent in the selected state. You can filter specific states once Duration is configured.
Segment: Measuring by segment allows you to see data for the smallest independently reportable parts of an
interaction that is handled by a single agent.
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Attributes
Agent: Filtering by agent allows you to see metrics arranged by the agents configured in your account. The data displayed gives
you the agent first and last names.
Agent Team: Filtering by agent team allows you to see metrics arranged by the teams configured in your account. The data
displayed gives you the agent team names. When an agent is not assigned to any team, view such data by selecting the
'N/A' value for Agent Team.
Channel: Filtering by channel allows you to see metrics arranged by the channels configured in your account.
Disposition: Filtering by disposition allows you to see metrics arranged by the disposition categories configured in your account.
A disposition is a type of category that agents use when solving a conversation. The data displayed gives you the names of
the disposition categories.
End Time: Filtering by end time allows you to see metrics arranged by the times segments ended.
Final Category: Filtering by final category allows you to see metrics arranged by the final categories assigned to an interaction.
The list of categories displays in the same hierarchy as configured in the Categories configuration page in Admin.
Initial Category: Filtering by initial category allows you to see metrics arranged by the initial categories assigned to an
interaction. The list of categories displays in the same hierarchy as configured in the Categories configuration page in
Admin.
Segment: Filtering by segment allows you to see metrics arranged by the smallest independently reportable part of an
interaction or conversation that is handled by a single agent.
Segment Dispositions Hash: Filtering by the segment dispositions hash allows you to see metrics arranged by a compact string
representation that uniquely identifies a set of disposition categories for a segment. This filter allows you to choose all
segments with the same set of disposition categories.
Segment Final Categories Hash: Filtering by the segment final categories hash allows you to see metrics arranged by a compact
string representation that uniquely identifies a set of final categories for a segment. This filter allows you to choose all
segments with the same set of final categories.
Segment Initial Categories Hash: Filtering by the segment initial categories hash allows you to see metrics arranged by a
compact string representation that uniquely identifies a set of initial categories for a segment. This filter allows you to
choose all segments with the same set of initial categories.
Start Time: Filtering by start time allows you to see metrics arranged by the times segments started.
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Logical Data Models
Not all measures can be ‘sliced’ by all attributes. There are certain attributes that don’t work on certain
measures. This is where the concept of logical data models (LDMs) comes in. The data used in creating measures
and attributes pulled from your contact center’s database are organized into datasets. A dataset is a basic
organizational unit for these data. It is a set of related measures, a set of attributes, or a set of both. Try to
imagine each dataset as boxes with data in them. Datasets connected to one another constitute an LDM. The
LDM is used to determine which data can interact with other data. There are two important datasets for data:
segment and agent state.
Segment: The smallest independently reportable part of an interaction or conversation that is handled by a
single agent. Each portion or segment is independent from another segment of that interaction. A
segment has a definite begin and end time, and optionally, associated categories.
Agent states: Includes both times that agents are available or handling messages, and when agents are
unavailable. Agent states are the agent’s statuses like Available, Busy, On Break, and so on. The sum of all
agent states when logged in is called ‘Login’ in this LDM.

More information on measure and attributes can be found on support.ringcentral.com using the
keywords: Understanding measures and attributes.
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Creating Insights
There are two essential elements in creating an insight in the Analytical Designer: measures and attributes. There
are a variety of combinations you work with to create different insight types. However, there are insight types
that won’t display some combinations of measures and attributes.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click Analytics.
Click Analytical Designer.
Give your insight a title in the title bar.
Select an insight type in the insight type switcher.
Drag a measure or an attribute from the data catalog and drop it into a data section or to the Get Started
space on the insight canvas. You can drag as many measures and attributes as you need for the insight.
6. Drag an attribute or the date data to the filter section if you want to add filters.
7. Customize configurations of the insight type, if needed.
8. Click Save.

More information on insight types can be found on support.ringcentral.com using the keywords:
Insight types.
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Navigating Dashboards
Dashboards are convenient and easy to set up. Your dashboards allow you to organize the way you view your report widgets
and KPI (Key Performance Indicator) widgets, both of which you create using the drag-and-drop interface. Keep in mind that
you must first create your insights in Analytical Designer before adding them to your dashboards.
1.

Click Analytics.

2. Select Dashboards.
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

Default dashboards: The dashboard sidebar provides access to several default dashboards that provide
major metrics:
•
Inbox Mode: Operational Dashboard: Shows major metrics for the current day for agents working in
Inbox mode, including number of open interactions in the system, number of interactions that have
been created today, number of interactions that have been closed today, average handle time, and
average first response time.
•
Routing Mode: Operational Dashboard: Shows major metrics for the current day for agents working in
Routing mode.
•
Inbox Mode: Agent Activity: Shows activity for agents working in the Inbox mode, such as the number
of agents handling interactions, resolved interactions, reopen rate, escalation rate, average handle
time, and average first response time.
•
Routing Mode: Agent Activity: Shows activity for agents working in the Routing mode, such as the
number of agents handling interactions, interaction close rate, reopen rate, escalation rate, average
handle time, and average first response time.
•
Queue Time: Shows the average queue time for the agents and interactions in the selected time range.
Average queue time is shown both considering and not considering business hours.
•
CSAT Score: Shows average and minimum CSAT metrics and average CSAT for escalations. View CSAT
trends such as the average CSAT and escalation rate by day or hour in this dashboard.
Add dashboard: Allows you to add a saved insight into the dashboard.
Date range: Lets you specify a range of time periods to filter your data.
More: Gives you an option to export the insight data into downloadable XLSV or CSV files.
Dashboard canvas: The area where to drag insights or KPIs.
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Adding Saved Insights
Creating a dashboard or adding an insight to a dashboard is fast and easy. However, keep in mind that you need to configure
your insights before you start using them to analyze data.
1. Click Analytics.
2. Select Dashboards.
3. Click the Add dashboard ( ) icon.
4. Under Saved insights use the search bar, the created by me tab, or the all tab to select a saved report.
5. Drag the insight you want to the canvas. Once you drop the insight, it generates the data visualizations of that
insight. Repeat steps 4 and 5, if you want to add additional insight widgets to your dashboard.
6. You can also add attribute filters. Drag and drop the Attribute Filter from the left side to the white bar where the Date
range filter is located. This reveals a dropdown menu that allows you to choose and configure specific attribute
filters.
7. Enter a title for the dashboard.
8. Edit the widget section title and description.
9. Click Save & Publish.
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Adding Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
KPI widgets added to a dashboard provide a quick overview of performance metrics. As opposed to reports —
where any data you have chosen is visualized according to measured attributes — KPI widgets display key
performance indicators only as determined by your organization, hence the name.
1. Click Analytics.
2. Select Dashboards.
3. Click the Add dashboard ( ) icon.
4. Under New Item, drag the Key Performance Indicator item to the canvas.
5. Once the KPI item is dropped, the Measure popup menu appears. Select the measure you want to display.
6. Configure the KPI widget. Repeat steps 4-6, if you want to add additional KPIs widgets to your
dashboard.
7. Edit the title of the dashboard.
8. Rename the widget section title and description.
9. Click Save & Publish.
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